Meaning(s), Synonyms, Related Words, Analogy

Antonym(s)

Word
spectrum ®

1.
2.

n. [a coloured band formed when a beam of white light is
dispersed (as by passage through a prism)]
n. [a broad range of connected ideas or events] range;
gamut

Analogy: color : spectrum :: tone : scale
sporadic ®

adj. [happening from time to time in an occasional unpredictable
manner] infrequent; occasional

frequent; regular; chronic;
continual

spurious

1.

1.

genuine; authentic

1.
2.

legato

2.

adj. [not true or genuine; false] counterfeit; deceptive;
apocryphal; artificial; bogus
adj. [plausible but false, as an argument] specious

squalor

n. [dirtiness] squalidness; sordidness; filthiness; wretchedness

squat

adj. [short and thick] stocky

staccato

1.
2.

adj. [made up of abrupt, distinct elements or sounds]
adj. [having distinct breaks between successive tones (in
music)]

staunch

1.
2.

adj. [firm and dependable] loyal; steadfast; unswerving
v. [to stop the flow of a liquid, as of blood from a wound]
stanch; stem; halt

stentorian

adj. [very loud, of voice] blaring; booming; sonorous;
resounding

faint

Analogy:
audible : stentorian :: discernible : obvious
audible : stentorian :: comprehensible : lucid
stereotype

n. [a conventional and oversimplified concept or image, often
reflecting prejudice] convention; notion

original

stifle

1.
2.

1.

elicit; foster; foment

stigma ®

n. [a mark of shame or disgrace] reproach; brand; stain

stint ®

1.

1.

lavish; squander

2.
stipple

v. [to hold back or restrain] suppress; repress; inhibit
v. [to kill by cutting of air supply] suffocate; smother; choke;
asphyxiate

v. [to be thrifty by setting limits on quantity] skimp; scrimp;
economize
n. [an assigned task or quantity of work] assignment;
consignment; task

v. [to paint or draw in small points or dots] dapple; speckle
Analogy: stipple : dot :: striate : band

stipulate ®

v. [to state or put forward as a necessary condition in an
agreement] condition; qualify; specify

stodgy

adj. [dull and uninteresting and conventional] stuffy; boring;
tedious
Analogy: stodgy : conservative :: mawkish : sentimental

stolid ®

adj. [having or showing little or no emotion] impassive;
unexcitable; apathetic; phlegmatic
Analogy: phlegmatic : stolid :: peripatetic : itinerant

stratified

adj. [arranged in a sequence of grades or layers or strata]
layered; graded

exciting

